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Abstract: This brief communication exposes an overview of various
wavenumber filters to separate the rail contribution to pass-by noise via
the wave signature extraction method [Zea, Manzari, Squicciarini,
Feng, Thompson, and Lopez Arteaga, J. Sound Vib. 409, 24–42
(2017)]. It has been found that the originally proposed filters underesti-
mate the rail noise at frequencies above 1.6 kHz due to the presence of
higher-order wave families that is unaccounted for. The goal of this let-
ter is thus to propose and examine different filter functions that can cap-
ture such waves, and to assess whether the rail contribution estimations
can be improved.
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1. Introduction

European rail-bound vehicles must comply with noise regulations provided in the tech-
nical specification for interoperability (TSI) NOISE.1 To this day, the interaction
between wheels and rails is the strongest source of noise for vehicles running up to
300 km/h,2 and the noise generated by the track can often be stronger than that gener-
ated by the vehicle.3 Thus, in order to quantify the vehicle noise alone according to
the TSI NOISE, the need arises for identifying and removing the track contribution
from the measured sound levels.

The wave signature extraction (WSE) method has been recently introduced
with the aim of separating the rail contribution to pass-by noise.4 The method entails
filtering wavenumber–domain spectra of microphone array measurements of the pass-
by, and the output is the rail sound level spectra in 1/3 octave frequency bands.
However, at the moment of comparing the WSE results with the reference data, the
rail spectra is underestimated for frequencies above 1.6 kHz.4 This underestimation has
been attributed to the presence of additional waves that are not captured by the WSE
filters, and the novelty brought by this letter is the use of other filter families that can
capture such waves.

To better explain this situation let us introduce a hypothetical scenario. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, the wavenumber–domain spectrum of a pass-by measurement is
composed of narrowband peaks, associated with the noise radiated by the rail, as
well as broadband content due to waves radiated by the wheels and sleepers.5

Because the originally proposed WSE filters separate the noise radiated due to at
most one bending wave per excitation direction, the cut-on of higher-order families as
frequency increases, such as kL,2 in Fig. 1, causes an underestimation of the rail con-
tribution.4 In particular, this wave family has so far been associated with bending of
the rail web.4,6

2. Filter implementation and choices

As the filters are implemented in the wavenumber domain, a spatial Fourier transform is
applied to the array data per frequency index. In the context of 1/3 octave frequency
bands, this implies that filtering is performed per sub-frequency inside each band. On
mathematical grounds, the filter output is organized in a matrix Pfiltðx;!Þ 2 C

M�N , with
M rows corresponding to microphone positions x ¼ fx1;…; xMg, and N columns
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corresponding to band sub-frequencies ! ¼ f!1;…;!Ng. The nth column of such a
matrix is computed as a function of the measured array sound field pmeasðx;!nÞ 2 C

M as4

pfiltðx;!nÞ ¼ QHGHGQWpmeasðx;!nÞ; (1)

where superscript H denotes Hermitian transpose, Q 2 C
M�M is the one-dimensional

discrete Fourier transform matrix, W 2 RM�M is a diagonal matrix with a Tukey win-
dow in its elements, and the wavenumber–domain filter coefficients are allocated in the
diagonal matrix G 2 C

M�M . The root-mean square (RMS) output of the filter, at a
given microphone position xm and octave band fc, is calculated as

pfilt xm; fcð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
df

pN

XN

n¼1

pfilt xm;!nð Þ

vuut ; (2)

with df defined as the octave bandwidth per unit Hz.
In the work by Zea et al.4 two bandpass filters are applied to the measured

array data: one tailored to extract kV,1 and another for kL,1. Then, if an arbitrary num-
ber of filters is applied the rail sound pressure level (SPL) will be defined as

SPLrail xm; fcð Þ ¼ 20 log10

X
u

pfilt;u xm; fcð Þ

pref

2
4

3
5
þ A fcð Þ; (3)

where pfilt,u is the RMS output of the uth filter, pref¼ 20 lPa, and A(fc) is the A-
weighting coefficient at fc.

The aim here is to capture kL,2 and for this a number of filtering schemes,
shown in Fig. 2, is proposed. The wavenumbers kL,1 and kV,1 are taken from the work
by Zea et al.4 In addition, kL,2 has been estimated at fc¼ 1.6 and 2 kHz via the filter
optimization algorithm previously proposed by the authors, yet using a pre-
conditioning bandpass filter with cutoff equal to the vertical center wavenumber kV,1
[see Eq. (12) in Zea et al.4]. The values estimated at these frequency bands are, respec-
tively, kL,2¼ 3.37 and 4.49 rad/m (3.37 and 4.86 rad/m) in the negative (positive) side
of the wavenumber spectrum. All filters belong to IIR Butterworth families, are

Fig. 2. Wavenumber–domain filter functions investigated: (a) scheme I: double bandpass (original WSE), (b)
scheme II: triple bandpass, (c) scheme III: low and bandpass, and (d) scheme IV: low-pass.

Fig. 1. Wavenumber spectrum of a hypothetical pass-by measurement with a line microphone array. kV,1, kL,1,
and kL,2 correspond to wavenumbers of the first-order vertical, and first-order and second-order lateral bending
wave families, respectively. The dashed curve represents wheel and sleeper noise contributions.
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fourth-order, and their cut-on/off wavenumbers are chosen as follows:4 filters associ-
ated with kV,1 have cut-on kon¼ kV,1 � 1.25 rad/m and cutoff koff¼ kV,1 þ 1.25 rad/m;
and filters associated with kL,i have kon¼ kL,i � 0.75 rad/m and koff¼ kL,i þ 0.75 rad/m,
i¼ 1, 2.

3. Assessment of filter performance

The rail SPL, at the center-most microphone in the array xm¼ xM/2, is separated via
the WSE method and compared with reference data predicted by TWINS. (For further
details on the experimental setup as well as the calculation of reference data the reader
is referred to the work by Zea et al.4) Pass-by recordings with two train speeds are
examined: 80 and 160 kph. The frequency bands of interest in this assessment are
fc¼ 1.6 and 2 kHz. To provide an indicator of filter performance in such frequencies
we use the metric

D• ¼
kSPLrail;• xM=2; fc

� �
� SPLTWINS xM=2; fc

� �
k

kSPLTWINS xM=2; fc
� �

k � 100%; (4)

where k � k denotes the ‘2 norm and •¼ I, II, III, or IV. Care must be taken in inter-
preting this metric and the associated model uncertainties in a physical sense, given the
‘2 norm functional ratio, the frequency A-weighting, as well as the logarithmic nature
of the SPL function. In other words, the value of D• only indicates how close the rail
contribution estimations are per filtering scheme, in a least-square sense, to TWINS
predictions in the frequency range between 1.6 and 2 kHz.

Table 1 shows the rail contribution estimations for all filtering schemes, the
two train speeds, and both frequency bands. The closest estimates are boldfaced. For
1.6 kHz and both train speeds, the use of triple bandpass filters (scheme II) appears to
reduce the underestimation obtained with the original WSE filters (scheme I) by about
3 dB. At 2 kHz and 80 kph train speed, the SPL obtained via filtering scheme III is
closest to that predicted by TWINS, although scheme II is rather close as well—just
0.07 dB difference from scheme III. Last, at 2 kHz and 160 kph speed, scheme IV gives
the closest estimate to TWINS’ predicted value, while schemes II and III overestimate
the rail contribution by about 1.5 dB.

Furthermore, Table 2 indicates that scheme II has the best performance metric
for the train running at 80 kph, whereas scheme III performs best for the train running
at 160 kph—although not significantly better than scheme II. Overall the introduced
filtering schemes bring but an improvement with respect to the originally proposed
WSE filters, corroborating that the underestimation can be tackled by properly
accounting for the higher-order waves. From these and previous results, the recom-
mended filtering scheme is that of the double bandpass for frequency bands up to
1.25 kHz (Ref. 4) and the triple bandpass for 1.6 kHz and above.

Table 1. Rail contributions via filtering schemes I–IV, against reference data predicted by TWINS.

Speed (kph) fc (Hz) TWINS (dBA) Ia (dBA) II (dBA) III (dBA) IV (dBA)

80 1600 76.00 72.23 75.21 74.27 72.36
2000 77.57 72.89 75.82 75.89 73.79

160 1600 89.12 86.06 88.91 88.86 87.16
2000 87.95 86.97 89.64 89.38 87.23

aReference 4.

Table 2. Performance metric D for filtering schemes I–IV for fc¼ {1.6 kHz, 2 kHz}.

Speed (kph) DI
a (%) DII (%) DIII (%) DIV (%)

80 7.94 2.79 3.72 7.10
160 3.44 1.58 1.35 2.34

aReference 4.
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